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SUMMARY
MacNesl
An application is described of the well-known analogy between elec-
trical and mechanical systems to the calculation of stresses and deflec-
tions of besms. The object of the present paper is to give an explanation
of the amlogies in an elementary manner which will enable a structural
engineer to understand the process of designing”the electrical.circuits.
The analogies which are discussed we those that sre now being used in
the Cal.-Tech analog computer. Analogies sre given for beams in bending
snd torsion with static loads snd in vibrational motion.
INTRODUCTION
h recent years a considerable smount of progress has been made in
the development of applications of electrical-circuit anelogies to prob-
lems in structural analysis. Many solutions of such problems have been
obtained on the Cal-Tech analog computer. A number of papers have also
been written in which the electrical analogies for various problems have
been presented. These papers have been written mainly by electrical
engineers snd have assumed the reader to be reasonably fsmiliar with
circuit theory. Consequently structural engineers have found some dif-
ficulty in appreciating and evaluating this new method of analysis. In
the present paper the desigp of the electrical circuits will be explained
in complete detail without as~uming any knowledge of circuit theory on
the part of the reader. It is hoped that this paper will assist structural
engineers in reaching a better understanding of the practical utility of
electrical analogies in structural.anslysis.
In order to develop sn electrical analogy for the action of a besm
under load it is necessary to replace the differential equations which
govern the stresses and deflections by difference equations. The rela-
tions between voltages and currents in an electrical circuit msy also be
expressed by difference equations. An analogous electrical circuit for
a besm is one in which the voltages and currents are related by difference
equations which have a form identicel to that of the structural equations,
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including the boundary conditions. When such a circuit is designed snd
constructed the physical circuit, with its components, is called an
analog computer. It might S3.SObe called sn electrical simulator or *
even an electrical model.
This paper was prepsred at the California Institute of Technology
under the sponsorship and with the financial assistance of the National
Advisory Co&ttee f& Aeronautics.
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shear-resistant area
capacity of a condenser
YOUngtS modulus; also voltage with respect to ground
shesring modulus of elasticity
moment of inertia of cross section of a besm; also current
rotary inertia of a se~nt of a beam
moment of inertia of mass about axis of beam
current
torsion constant
station number slong a rib; also number of a nodal point
station number along a beam; also number of a nodal point
inductance of an induction coil
bending moment
mass; also bay number along a rib and number of a nodal point
when used as a subscript
bay number along a beaj also number of a nodel point
.
concentrated verticsl load
concentrated torque load
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resistance
turns ratio of a tr~sformer
section torque
time
section shear
vertical component of internsl forces in nth bay
indeterminatepsrt of section shear
verticsl deflection
spanwise coordinate
angle of rotation of a normal to elastic axis
shearing strain
differencing operators
slope of elastic axis
bay length
Poisson’s ratio
rotation (sngle of twist)
quantities in upper coil
GENXRAL DESIGN PRINCIPLES
From a mathematical viewpoint the theory of circuit analogies has
not been fully developed. Questions of existence and uniqueness remain
yet to be mswered. From sn engineering standpoint the procedure for
designing a circuit which is enalogous to a given structure is at present
dependent to some extent upon the ingenuity of the designer. It would be
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desirable.to have available a set of rules defining a standardized
design procedure which could always be depended upon to give a correct s
analogous circuit for any given differential equation. However, no such
rules have as yet been developed.
Several principles have been found to be useful in a large number
of circuit designs and these will be stated briefly. Exact limitations
upon the usefulness of the principles sxe not known. The first princi-
ple is that the equations governing the action of the structure must be
—
expressed as difference equations with respect to.the space coordinates.
If the stresses or deflections are governed by differential equations
these equations must be replaced by difference equations.
The two quantities which are available In an electrical circuit are
voltages and currents. The two types of quantities which occur in struc-
—
turd. analysis are force quantities and displacement quantities. Two
.—
—
general methods can be used in designing analogous circuits. In one
method the voltage drops across various elements of the circuit corre- ,
spend to forces snd the currents in the elements of’the circuit corre-
spond to displacement quantities. In the second method the volt&ges at
nodal points correspond to displacement quantities smd the currents
—
f
correspond to force quantities. The second method will be used in all -
analogies throughout this paper since this type of SJ@.ogy has been
found to be more efficient on the Cal-Tech analog computer for beam and
plate analogies. The types of circuits to be considered are those con-
taining only passive elements. The elements which will be used.sre
inductors, resistors, capacitors, and transformers. (Amplifiers are not
required in the analogies described herein.)
Another simple principle can now be stated for circuits with passive
elements. In many cases it is possible to determine the correspondence
between currents and force quantities after the correspondence between
voltages and displacements has been assumed. Whenever the voltages at
either end of a circuit element both represent -thesame type of displace-
ment qumtity, the product of current by the drop in voltage across the
element must correspond to a true structural energy quantity (or deriva.
tive or integral with respect to time of a structural energy quantity).
The structural energy quantity may be either internal strain energy or
external work.
In the equations which govern the structure there are three types
of relations involved. Forces are related to forces from equilibrium
conditions. Forces are related to displacements from an application of
Hooke’s law.
conditions of
involve three
currents from
Displacements sre relate~ to displacements f~~m geometric
continuity. The equations of the electrical circuits” !%
corresponding types of relations. Currents are related to
Kirchhoff’s nodal law which states that the outflow of
r.
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current at a node must equal the inflow. Currents are related to volt-
@ ages from Ohm’s law for a resistor and similsr laws for m inductor or
a capacitor. Voltages are related to voltages, in the analogies herein
described, by means of the transformer law. (The voltage relations
given by Kirchhoff’s mesh law are not employed.) The correspondence
between these structural and-electrical relationships may be illustrated
as given in table 1.
A finsl principle may be stated in relation to the coefficients of
the equations which govern the electrical circuit. For msximum simplicity
in the process of solution it is necessary to design the circuit in such
a way that the equations governing the circuit have coefficients which
sre independent of the frequency.
EQUATIONS GWERNING ELECTRICAL CIRC.UITELEMXNTS
.
The equations governing currents and voltages in individual circuit
elements will be stated in complete detail. These equations will be
.
expressed in the form of first-order difference equations. The first
equation to be considered will be an expression of KirchhoffIs law for
a node. Currents at the kth node of a circuit are shown in figure l(a).
The
The
Ik.
current in the nth element of the main line is indicated as in.
current being forced into the line by a generator at the kth node is
Kirchhoff’s law gives
A differencing operator
in a function across the
in-~-~-Ik=o (1)
Ak will be introduced and defined as the jump
kth node. When this operator is applied to the
ctirent in the result is
(2)
Substituting equation (2) into equation (1) gives
Akin= Ik (3)
6for
The next equation to be considered is an
a resistor as shown in figure l(b). This
NACA TN
expression of Ohm’s
resistor, which has
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l
law
a x
resistance Rn} is the nth element connecting two nod&l points in a
circuit. The current in the element is related to the voltages at the
nodes by the equation
Rnin = Ek - Ek+l (4)
A second differencing operator & till be introduced and defined as
the jump, or increase, in a function across the nth element. Applying
this operator to the voltage gives
An.k = Ek+l - Ek (5)
Substituting equation (5) into equation (4) gives
.
&Ek = -Rnin (6) ‘_
Similar equations can be written for the inductor and condenser as shown
in figures l(c) and l(d). The equation for the inductor becomes
d%
~Ek = -~ ~ (7)
The equation for the capacitor becomes
(8)
The find. element to be considered is the ideal transformer as shown
in figure l(e). The ideal trsmformer is governed by two laws, one
relating the currents in the two coils and one relating the voltage drops
across the coils. The turns ratio rn of the coils, as shown in the
figure, enters into both equations. Using a prime to indicate quantities
in the upper coil the equations relating currents and voltages exe as
follows:
.-.
in’ =
‘m% (9)
R
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&@ ‘ = & &@k (lo)
The currents sre related by s.nalgebraic equation while the voltages are
related by a difference equation, since sll.voltages are defined with
respect to the same ground.
EEAMWITHTORSIONAL LOADING
Abeam with torsionsl loading is shown in figure 2(a). It will be
aesumed that the loading consists of a finite number of concentrated
torques. If the applied load is distributed, it must be replaced in
some msnner”by an equivalent set of concentrated loads. An element of
the besmat the kth station is shown in figure 2(b). The equationof
equilibrium of this element
(fig. 2(c)), is as follows:
, relating applied load and section torque
9
AkTn = -~ (U)
The operator Ak indicates the jump in a function across the kth station.
The rotation (angle
torque by the equation
of twist) at any point is related to the section
X=
dx
The difference between @ at either
the beam, is given by the srea under
froman integrationof equation (12)
The
of
.
nth
(12)
end of the nth bay, or segment of
the T/GJ diagram as can be seen
as foliows:
‘k+l T ~r—@k+l= @k + ~x GJ
k
length of the nth bay will be indicated as ~
l/GJ over the nth bay as l/GJn. Since T is
bay equation (13) may be written as follows:
(13)
and the average vslue
constant over the
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m
we l/GJ diagram is shown in figure 2(d) where
(14)
#
the average vslues of
l/GJn are indicated as a stepped diagram. The rotations me shown in
figure 2(e) as a broken-line diagram. The operator An may be intro-
duced end defined as the increase in a function across the nth bay.
Using this operator, equation (14) becomes
The structural problem is now governed
equations given as equations (11.) and (15).
(15)
by two fIrst-order difference
It is now necessary to
choose two‘electric~ equations &ving the ssme.form in order & design
the analogous circuit. Equation (n) relates forces to forces and must
correspond to en electrical equation relating currents to currents. The v
only electric&1 equation having the correct form is equation (3) which
expresses Kirchhoff’s nodel law. By compming equation (3) with equa-
tion (11) the correspondencebetween currents and forces becomes obvious. :-
This correspondence is illustrated in figure s(a).
Equation (15) relates forces to displacements and must correspond
to an electrical equation relating current to voltage. Equations (6,),
(7)j and (8) each bve the correct form and any one of these equations
may be used. Equation (6) involving a resistor will be chosen for the
present case. The correspondence between electrical smd structural
quantities is shown in figure s(b). The components of the circuit which
are shown in figures s(a) ad s(b) may be joined together to obtain the
complete circuit as shown in figure 3(c).
In order for the snalogy to be complete it is also necesssry that
the end conditions shall be correctly represented in the circuit. At
en end where the rotation is zero the corresponding voltage is brought
to zero by grounding the circuit, At an end where the section torque is
zero this force condition may be taken csre of directly without con-
verting it to a condition upon the derivative of the rotation as is nec-
essary in analytical solutions. It is necessary that the corresponding .
current shsll be zero. This merely means that there must be no circuit
elements beyond the end of the beam. Such a boundsry condition is often-
times referred to as a natursl boundary condition.
The elements of correspondencebetween the structure and the dnalogous ~ -
circuit may be outlined as given in table 2.
2s
.
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The problem of
to provide a simple
BEAM WITH EENDING LOARS
torsional losding was explained in detail in order
introduction to the process of designing en anelogous
circuit. The problem of bending due to verticsl loads will now be
treated more briefly. The distributed loading is assumed to have been
replaced by a set of equivalent forces with pk acting at station k
as shown in figure 4(a). Verticsl equilibrium of an element at the
kth station, as shown in figure k(b),provides the following equation
relating section shesr to applied load:
Akvn = -Pk (16)
Equilibriumof moments acting upon the nthbay; as shown in figure k(c),
gives the following relation between bending moment and shear:
%“k = knvn (17)
The
sidering
remaining equations may be most conveniently derived by con-
the conjugate beam loaded with the M/EI dia~rem. This loaduMz
must be assumed to be replaced by a set of equivalent concentrations as
shown in figure 4(d). The slopes are computed as the shears in the con-
jugate beam as shown in figure h(e). This gives the following relation
between moment and slope:
(18)
The qusntity l/EIk may be computed as the average value of l/EI over
the length Xk which extends between midpoints of the bays which are
adjacent to the kth station. The deflections sre obtained as the bending
moments in the conjugate been as shown in figure 4(f)o” The relation
between slope end deflection is given by
An% ‘ knl% (19)
The structural theory is expressed by four first-order difference
equations given as equations (16) to (19). It is now necessary to choose
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four corresponding circuit equations. Equation (16) relates forces to .
forces at the kth station and calls for an application of Kirchhoffls
law at the kth node of a circuit. Corresponding currents are illustrated ~-
in figure 5(a) and sre related by the equation
Ak~ = Ik (20)
Equation (17) is slso a relation between force quantities and calls
for another application of Kirchhoffts law. Since equation (17) relates
to the nth bay of the structure, the corresponding currents must be
associated with the nth node of a circuit as shown in figure 5(b). These
currents will be indicated with primes and are related by the following
equation:
&ik’= In’ (21)
.
The next structural equation to be considered is equation (18) which
relates slope to moment. This is a relation between a displacement quan- .
tity and a force quantity. The corresponding electrical equation may be
obtained by considering a resistor between two nodes as shown in fig-
ure 5(c). Since the current in this resistor is analogous to bending
moment the current is indicated with a prime. Ohmts law gives the fol-
lowing equation:
&En’= -Rkik’ (22)
One structural equation remains to be considered. Equation (19)
relates displacements to displacements. This type of equation did not
occur in the torsion problem. An electrical equation relating voltages
is required. Such an equation is given by the transformer law. Comparing
equation (10) with equation (19) indicates that these equations are not
of the same form. However, the electrical equation will take the same
form as the structural equation if one coil of the transformer is grounded
as shown in figure 5(d). If the turns ratio of the transformer is rn,
the relation between voltages is given by
AnEk = rnEn’ (23)
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It is now necessary to assemble
into a complete circuit in which the
the components shown in figure 5
currents and voltages will be con-
sistent. %e required arrangement is shown in figure 6: k examination
of this figure, &Long with figure 5, will show that dl of the voltages
snd currents sre consistent. The group of four components consisting of
two nodes, a resistor, and a transformer may be referred to as one cell
of the circuit. Not only must it be shown that the voltsges and currents
will be consistent when the circuit elements are connected but it must
also be shown that the current law for the transformer is not violated.
This current law is given by equation (9). In terms of the currents
shown in figure 6 this current l’awbecomes
If the corresponding
sre substituted into
In’ = -rnin (24)
structural quantities, as illustrated in figure 5,
equation (24), the equation becomes an identity.
Hence, this condition will always be satisfied. When the circuit ele-
ments sre connected the circuit appesxs as shown in figure 7.
.
The elements of correspondence
in table 3.
BEAMS WITH TORSIONAL
The structural
formulated by using
concentrated torque
trated mass moments
equations for a
of the analog msy be sumsrized as
“,
AND BENDING VIBRATION
vibrating besm may be conveniently
D;Alembertfs principle.
load may be expressed in
of inertia as follows:
b the case of torsion the
terms of equivalent concen-
(25)
The additional structural equations sre the same as for the static case.
Equation (25) expresses a r~lation between forces and displacements.
When a structural equatiorirelating forces and displacements contains
time derivatives it is not immediately obvious as to whether the corre-
sponding cticuit element should be an inductor, resistor, or capacitor.
This decision can be made only after the complete circuit is designed
and assembled. The condition of consistency of the currents, voltages,
and their time derivatives will indicate whether or not the correct ele-
ments have been chosen.
12 NA(!.ATN 2785
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In the present case the correct element is a condenser as shown in
figure 8(a). The relation between current and voltage is given by
(2C)
.
Comparing equation (26) with equation (25) it is seen that voltage is
anslogous to rotational velocity. It is possible to define an analogy
in which voltage is analogous to rotation by merely differentiating
equation (26) to obtain
dIk d2Ek
‘=-Ck—
dt dt2 (27)
If equation (27) is compared with equation (25) it is seen that displace-
ment corresponds to voltage and torque corresponds to the time derivative
of current. Equations (26) and (27) are equally satisfactory for defhing
the analogy.
I!
Throughout this paper voltsge @.11 always be assumed snalo-
gous to displacement and equation (27) will be used in the present case.
The reason for this choice is that in calculating vibration modes the
,.
~
displacements me of fundamental interest. In a transient stress prob-
lem currents are usually made ansl.ogousto forces because the forces are
of fundamental interest.
The structural equation of equilibrium as given by equation (11)
corresponds to the following cmcuit equation:
(28)
The nodal point for this equation is shown in figure 8(b). The struc-
tural equation relating section torque to rotation, as given by equa-
tion (15), corresponds to the circuit element shown in figure 8(c). In
order that the currents and voltages in the finsl circuit shall be con-
sistent, it is necessary that this element be chosen as sn inductor. The
electrical equation is as follows:
The complete
correspondence of
&-&
circuit diagrsm
the analogy may
din
=-kl~ (29)
is shown in figure 9. The elements of
be summarized as in table 4.
NACATN 2785
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In the case of bending
load given by the
The corresponding
formula
13
vibration the applied load is en inertia
d“%
pk =
-% ~ (30)
electrical equation is obtained from a condenser as
shown in figure 10(a):
dIk d2Ek
‘=~k—dt dt2 (Q)
The remaining structural equations for the vibration case sre the same
as for the static case.
The equation relating currents at the kth node of the shesr circuit,
as shown in figure 10(b), is as follows:
l
()d% dIkAk~ =—dt (32)
The equation relating currents at the nth node of the moment circuit, as
shown in figure 1O(C), is as follows:
()
dik‘
~= .
The structural equation relating slope
dIn‘
dt (33)
and moment corresponds to an
electrical equation relating voitage-and current in a circuit element
as shown in figure 10(d). This element must be an inductor in order to
obtain consistent voltages and currents in the complete circuit. The
electrical equation is
d% ‘
AkEnf . -Lk—
dt (34)
A trmsfomer is required
case and the voltages are
The complete circuit
for the vibration case just as in the static
again related byequati& (23).
is shown in figure 1.1.
spondence of-the anslogy may be summarized as in
l
The elements
table 5.
of corre-
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BEAM IN BENDING WITH AXIAL TENSION
—
.
.
A static-loading case will be considered for a besm with verticsl
loads and axial tension as shown in figure 12(a). The distributed
loading has been replaced by a set of equivalent concentrated loads. A
small element of the beam at the kth station is shown in figure 12(b)
with the vertical load Pk. The resultant internal forces have been
resolved into vertics3 and horizontal components. The horizontal com-
ponent is the tension Tn in the nth bay. This quantity is known or
may be computed by direct quadrature as in the case of centrifugal forces.
The vertical.component Vsn is the statically determinant part of the
section shesx and may be obtained by direct integration of the vertical
loads. The condition for vertical equilibrium gives
Akvsn = -~ (35)
*
The total sheer on a cross section consists of a statically deter-
minate part and an indeterminate part Vti. The total shear Vn may be - ~
expressed as the difference of the two parts
Vn = v6n - Vti
The total shear acts on a plane normsl to the
in figure 12(c). Since the slope of the &is
is seen from figure 12 that the section shear
following formula:
Vn = V~n - Tfln
(36)
axis of the beam as shown
$n is a snkll angle it
can be obtained from the
(37)
Compsring equations (36) and (37) gives the formula for V~:
Vin = Tfln (38)
The remaining structural equations are the same as for the case of
bending without tension and are given as equations (17), (18), and (19).
-.
It is convenient in designing the anslogoug circuit to substitute equa-
tion (19) into equation (38) in order to obtain a difference equation as -
follows:
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The analogous circuit for the present case differs from that for
B.lding without tension by changes in the shesr circuit. The new ele-
ments which are required are shown in figure 13. At the kth node the
equation relating currents is given as before by equation (20). The
current in, as indicated in figure 13(a), represents only the statically
determinate part of the shear in agreement with equation (35). Equa-
tion (39) relates a force to a displacement and calls for a new circuit
element in the shear circuit. A resistor must be used as shown in fig-
ure 13(b) if a resistor is used in the moment circuit. The current
through this element is the indeterminate part of the shear.
Equation (36) expresses an algebraic relation between force quan-
tities. An analogous circuit equation canbe obtained by considering
two elements in parallel as shown in figure 13(c). One coil.of the
transformer,
.
carrying a current which is snslogous to the total shesr,
is in parsll.elwith the resistor carrying the indeterminate part of the
shear. The relation between currents, from Kirchhoffts law, is seen
. from the figure to be
(40)
The circuit elements
the voltages and currents
may be arranged as indicated in figure 14. If
which have been previously associated with each
element sre exsmined, they will be found to be consistent in this arrange-
ment. The complete circuit with loading generators is shown in figure 15.
It is interesting to note that the addition of sxial tension makes only
a minor increase in difficulty when the solution is being obtained on en
analog computer. However, when the solution is being obtained on a dig-
ital computer, the addition of sxisl tension makes a very large increase
in the calculation effort since the solution can no longer be obtained
by direct quadrature. This anslogy is useful in the anslysis of such
structures as helicopter blades or suspension bridges.
EFFECT OF SHEARIIJGSTRAINS ON BENDING DEFLECTIONS
The effect of shearing strains upon the bending deflections of beams
may be easily included in the anslogous circuit. The only structural
equation which must be revised is that which relates slope to deflection.
In figure 16(a) there is shown a short segment of a beam within the
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nth bay. A verticsl ltie has been drawn normal to the axis of the besm
as it would appear before loading. After loading the sxis deforms into
a curve as shown in figure 16(b). The physical points lying on the m
originsl normal.now lie on the solid line which makes an angle 7n with
a perpendicular to the axis. The original normal rotates, because of
the loading, through an angle 13n from its originsl vertical position.
Introducing e as the slope of the sxis of the besm at any point
gives
(41)
From figure 16(b) it is seen that e may be expressed as
e =p+7 (42) ,
It is necessary to express the shearing strain in terms of the shesr by .
the formula
v
7
‘m
(43)
In this formula the area A is the sxea of a cross section which is
resistat to vertical shear. This section property was introduced and
defined by Kirste (reference 1) for thin-welled besms with closed cross
. .
sections such as airplane wings or fuselages.
into equation (42) gives
Introducing finite differences into equation
Writing equation (44) for the nth bay gives
Vn
en=pn+—
G%
Substituting equation (43)
(44)
(41) gives
(45)
A
(46) *
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. Equations (45)
represented by
17
and (46) sre the new structural equations which must be
electrical circuits and analogous electrical equations.
.
The required circuit elements to allow for the effect of shearing
strains sre shown in figure 17. The nth node in the moment circuit is
shown in figure 17(a). Equation (46) relates force and displacement
quantities. The analogous electrical relations from Ohmts law for a
resistor are illustrated in figure 17(b). The circuit equation which
is anslogous to equation (46) becomes
%“ - %’ = Rn’In’ (47)
Equation (45) relates two displacement quantities. The analogous elec-
trical equation is obtained from the transformer law and is illustrated
in figure 17(c). The electrical equation becomes
.
rnEn’f = &Ek
.
When the elements are assembled into a
that in order to obtain consistent currents
(48)
complete circuit it is found
the current In! in the
resistor shown in figure 17(b) must be analogous to
rather than Vn as would be suggested by comparing
(47). The assembled circuit is shown in figure 18.
the product XnVn
equations (46) and
EFFECT OF ROTARY INERTIA UPON BENDING VIBRATIONS
It is possible to include the effect of rotary inertia in the cir-
cuit for bending vibration in a rather simple manner. In order to for-
mulate this analogy it is necessary to consider the effect of applied
moment loads upon the behavior of a besm. In figure 19(a) there is shown
‘acantilever beam with moment loads distributed slong its length. These
moment loads are similsr to the twisting moments which occur in elastic
plates. The distributed moment load must be replaced by sn equivalent
set of concentrated couples. The nth bay of the beam is shown in fig-
ure 19(b) with a concentrated couple Tn. Rotational equilibrium of this
element gives the following structural equation:
&Mk = A.nVn+ Tn (49)
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The remaining structural equations are not changed from those given
.
previously for bending vibration. If the moment loads are due to rotary
inertiaj DtAlembertrs principle gives the following formula for the con-
centrated couples:
=.
d2@n .
Tn =
‘%n ~ (50)
It is assumed”that the distributed rotary inertia has been replaced by
an equivalent set of concentrated values which are indicated as lBn for
the nth bay.
The analogous circuit equation for equation (49) is obtained from
Kirchhoff’s nodal law. The nth node of the-moment circuit is shown in
figure 19(c). Kirchhoff’s law gives
(51)
Equation (51) is analogous to equation (49). In order to obtain an elec- *
trical equation which is analogous to equation (50) it is necesssxy to
introduce a condenser at the nth node of the moment circuit as shown in
figure 19(d). The applied concentrated couple is analogous to the time
derivative of the current snd the appropriate electrical equation becomes
dIn 11 #En t
‘=Cn—
dt ~t2 .,
(52)
For the vibration problem it is necesssry to differentiate equation (51)
with respect to time to obtain
dik‘ dInl din’‘
An—=—-—
dt dt dt (53)
The new elements of correspondence in the anslogy become immediately
apparent by comparing equations (52) md (53) with equations (49) and
(50). The complete circuit is shown in figiire20.
.
.
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GRIDWORK OF BEAMS EAVING NO TORSIONAL STIFFNZSS
A cantilever gridwork, as shown in figure 21.(a),wi~ be considered.
The structure is loaded with vertical loads normal to the plane of the
gridwork. It will be assumed that the ribs and spsrs have no torsional
stiffness. The condition of structural continuity requires that the
ribs and spars must have the ssme vertical deflections at the intersec-
tion points. There is no relation between the slopes and rotations of
the ribs sad spars. From these considerations it may be reaLized that
the solution for a sweptback gridwork,.as shown in figure 21(b), is
identically the ssme as for the straight gridwork for a load at the sam
corresponding point.
Since the spars and ribs act as ordinary beams in bending, they may
be represented by anslogous circuits which have heen previously presented.
One cell of the circuit for the lrbhrib is shown in figure 22(a) and one
r cell of the circuit for the Jth spar is shown in figure 22(b). The nota-
tion of the spsr circuit is exactly the same as was previously used for
a beam.
.
In the circuit for the kth rib the jth node in the shear circuit
corresponds to the structural intersection point of the kth rib and
jth spar. Similarly, in the circuit for the jth spar the kth node corre-
sponds to the same structural intersection point. Consequently, from
the structural condition of continuity the voltage Ej (correspondingto
wj) snd the voltage Ek (corresponding to wk) must be the sane under
all loading conditions. This requires that the shear circuits be con-
nected to form a planar network as shown in figure 22(c). The volt-
age E~k (corresponding to wjk) is identically the same as Ej or Ek.
Similarly, the loading current I~k (corresponding to the concentrated
load Pjk) is identically the same as Ij in the rib circuit or Ik in
the spar circuit.
The only boundary conditions which need to be considered in designing
the circuit are the conditions that the deflection sad slope of the spars
must be zero at the root. This condition is obtained by grounding the
shear and moment circuits at these points. The remaining boundary con-
ditions sre naturs3 boundary conditions which are automatically satis-
fied by the analogous circuit.
ADDITIONAL ANALCGIES
The anslogies which have been developed were chosen as the most
elementary types which might be used to provide sn introduction to this
’20
subject for the structural engineer. Many additional
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analogies have been
published, although some of t~em do not satisfy the condition of being
true dynamic analogies in the sense that they are vslid for say time
history of the variables.
Anslogous circuits for bes.mswith coupled bending and torsion are
given by McCann and MacNeal in reference 2. This reference gives cir-
cuits for several complete beams including boundary conditions. Analogous
circuits for elastic plates have been given b~ MacNeal (reference 3).
A@ications of the besm analogies to aeroelastic problems are described
in reference 4.
SCALEFACTORS
Once it has been determined that a mechanical system and an elec-
trical network satisfy the same form of equations, the electrical net- .
work could be Constructed by equating currents to forces, vol-tagesto
displacements, and e~ctrical time to mechanical time. This procedure
will ususlly lead to a group of physical electrical elements that sre r
of very inconvenient magnitudes. For example, a mass of one slug is not
at all unreasonable but the equivalent electrical element, a capacitor
of one fsrad, is very unreasonable.
To avoid such difficulties, scale factors (or modeling factors) are
introduced in the relationships between mechanical and electrical qum-
tities, and these factors are chosen so as to make the resulting elec-
trical circuit as reasonable as possible as regards the availability of
elements of the required sizes and the accuracy of measurements.
One scale factor is introduced relating mechanical time and elec-
trical time, and another, relating mechanical ener~ and electrical
energy. A group of scale factors relating the dependent variables (dis-
placements and voltages), in the manner of a linear transformation of
coordinates, is also introduced. Usually the matrix of coefficients of
this linesr transformation will be a diagonal matrix so that each dis-
placement is calculated from one voltage of the electrical circuit. In
such cases there will be several distinct scale factors relating dis-
placements and voltages, each of which is chosen to give the most reason-
able vslues of electrical-circuit elements. In simple examples the scale
factor may be the same for all displacements giving a totsJ of three
scsle factors.
The details of this process will not be further discussed in this
report since it relates to the design of circuits for use on analog com-
puters and not to the form of the required circuits and the equations
NAcA TN 2785
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describing them. b-practice the form of the circuit is first determined
* and vslues are given for all of the elements in slgebraic form as if sll
the scale factors were unity. At a later stage scale factors are chosen
and numerical values of the elements are computed. A more complete dis-
cussion of scale factors is included in reference 4.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
In order that electrical anslogies may find their rightful amount
of utilization in structural analysis, it is necessary that the struc-
tural engineer be enabled to acquire a reasonable understanding of the
process whereby an analogous circuit is designed. This till enable him
ta know where electrical saalog methods are useful and what degree of
accuracy may be expected from such solutions. An attempt has been made
herein to explain in very elementary terms the procedure for designing
r circuits which sre snalogous to statically determinate beams under various
conditions. It is hoped that structural engineers will be enabled to
proceed from this paper to the reading of references which are written
l from the viewpoint of electrical engineers. Emphasis has been placed
upon the fact that the type of analo~ described herein is a true dynsmic
snslogy which permits the structure to be snslyzed for trsnsient as well
as static and steady-state conditions.
.
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TABLE1
CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN STRUCTURAL AND ELECTRICAL RELATIONSHIPS
structural Electrical
Equations relating -
Forces to forces Currents to currents
Forces to displacements Currents to voltages
Displacements to displacements Voltages to voltages
Equations expressing -
Equilibrium Kirchhoff~s nodal law
Hookers law Ohmts law
Continuity Transformer law
.
.
.
.
.
..
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ELEMENTSOF CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN STRUCTURE AND ANALOGOUS
CIRCUIT FOR BEAM WITH TORSIONAL LOADING
structural Electrical.
AkTn = -Qk Akin = Ik
()
&@k= $Tn A#k = -Rnin
n
Qk Ik
-Tn in
An
Rn
~
@k Ek
.
.
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TABLE3
ELEMENTS OF CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN STRUCTUREAND ANALOGOUS
CIRCUIT FOR REAM WITH EENDING DUE ‘It)VERTICAL LOADS
structural Electrical
AkVn = -pk Akin = Ik
&Mk = knvn Anik’ = Int
()
Lk
A@n =-—
EIk
Mk ~kEn’ = -Rkik’
An% = An% &Ek = rnEn’
pk Ik
-v~ in
Mk Q 1
Bn En!
wk Ek
h ‘n
kk
~k
Rk
XnVn In~
.
J . ‘=s=’ . l l
.
4s
.
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TABLE4
ELEMENTSOF CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN STFKCTURE AND ANALCGOUS
CIRCUIT FOR BEAM WITH TORSIONAL VIBRATION
structural Electrical
dIk d2Ek
‘=-Ck —
dt dt?
.
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TABLE 5
ELEMENTsOF CORRESPONDENCEBETWEENSTRUCTUREAND ANALCGOUS
CIRCUITFOR REAM WITH HENDINGVIBRATION
structural Electrical
d2wk dIk d2Ek
P~ .*k — _=.ck _
dt2 dt dt2
()
d% dIk
AkVn = -~ Ak— =—
dt dt
()
dik‘ d% ‘
&Mk = knVn k- =~
()
Ak~n = ~1
-~Mk
dik‘
Ak& ‘ = -Lk —
dt
~wk = ~~~ %Ek = rnEn’
% Ck
dIk
pk
r
din
-Vn
F
dik‘
& T
P~ En~
wk Ek
An
‘n
kk
~
Lk
d% ‘
v~h~
T
.
.
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(a) Nodal point. kin = Ik.
i)) e
(b)Resistor. A#k
= -%%”
(c) Inductor. ~Ek = -~
d%
F“
4-
dEk 1(d) Condenser. & — = - — i
dt Cn ‘“
(e) Transformer. in’ = -rn~; &Ek’ = & ~Ek.
Figure l.- Electrical circuit elements.
t
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.
(b) Beam element at kth station.
(c) &CtiOIl tOrque. AkTn = -f&.
(d) Reciprocal of torsional stiffness.
(e) Rotations. An&
Figure 2.- Beam in
.
.
()k= ~Tn.
.
torsion.
.
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(a) No*l point. AkTn= -C&; Ak~=Ik.
()(b)Circuit element. &Ek = -kin; @k = & Tn.n
-
(c) ‘ry-pical
Figure 3.- Analogous
section
circuit
ih= -Tn
+
of circuit.
for beam in torsion.
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,
(a) Loads.
(b)Beam element atkth station. AkVn= ‘pk.
l-+
(c) Beau element in nth bay. @k = hnvn.
(d) Loads on conjugate beam.
()(e) Slopes. &Bn = - ~~ Mk.
(f) Deflections &wk = ~~. ‘
*
.
.-
.
.
Figure 4.- Beam in bending.
..
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It1~= ~
(a) kth node h shear circuit. L@In = -Pk; Akin = Ik.
i~~~ h _>
Itq’A~v~
(b) nth node in moment circuit. ~k = &Vn; ~ik’ = In’.
kth circuit element in moment circuit. (k)Ak?u=-#Mk;
(d) nth circuit element in shear circuit. ~wk = ~~; &Ek = r#n’ .
.
.
Figure 5.- Breakdown of circuit for hesm in bending.
w
N
Figure 6.-
one cc//
r s
.#
--+--
k.
‘T”
diagram of circuit for beam in ~ndfig.
. .
.
, ,
~n ‘A ”-”
Figure 7.- Allalogoufl
1 -=@9=-—
circuit for beam in bending.
Lu
w
..
(a) Condenser.
d2@k dIk d2Ek
Qk= ‘1@kdt2
—;ar=
‘ck ‘.dt2
(c)
Figure 8.-
(b) Nodal point. AkTn=
4)
din dIk
-Qk; A ~ ‘~”
d“
—=-&df
Inductance. @k
Analogous circuit elements for torsional vibration.
.
.
-.
.
.
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.
Www
-
Figure 9.- Complete analogous circuit for torsional beam vibration.
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“(a)Condenser at kthnode of shear circuit:
. .
d%k ~= -Ck ‘2Ek
Pk = .mk—”
dt2 ‘ dt ~
(b)kth node in shear circuit. AkVn = ()
din dIk
‘pk; flk~
= r“
(c) nth node in moment circuit. ()
dik’
~k = ‘nvn; % ~ = ~“
(J‘k Mk; A#n dikf .(d) Inductance in moment circuit. A@n = - ~ L-Lk~
.
Figure 10.- Analogous circuit elements for bending yibration.
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(ZJ=A)
/7
T
.
.
Figure 11.- Complete analogous circuit for bending beam vibration.
-. -
,
.
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(a) Loaded beam.
(b)Statically determinate shear.
. —
v~.,
(c) Total shear.
Figure 12.- Beam in bending with axial tension.
.
.
.
.
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(a) kth node im shear circuit. AkV~n = -Pk; Akin = Iw
(b)
J&
Resistance element in shear circuit.
%Wk = &vin; &Ek = ‘~’’~”.
(c) Parallel elements in shear circuit.
Vn = Vsn
-Vin; ~yt~ =%- ~i~.
Figure 13. - Circuit elements for beam in bending with axial tension.
.
.
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.
.
.
Figure 14.- Exploded diagram of one cell of
with tension.
Ifl”
circuit for beam
=s=
in bending
.
.
, *
‘t
Figure 15. -
*
(z”= w,
k
Analogous circuit for beam in bending with axial tension.
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(a) Normal to beam axis before distortion.
.
.
(b)Positiou of normal after distortion.
Figure 16.- Distortion of an element of a beam.
.
.
(a) nth node in mcment circuit. A#k = XnVn; ~ik’ = In’.
(b)Resistance element required by shearing strains.
= ~lInf.
+
&t/
(c) Transformer in shear circuit. ~wk =
Figure 17. - Circuit elements to give effeet
bending deflections.
Figure 1.8.- Analogoua circuit to give effect of shearing sin-aim on
knding deflections.
, t
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Op(ac)o(a$ano
(a) Beam loaded with moment loads.
Vfi VA
(b) nth bay of beam.
u
-7~
+“
(c) nth node in moment circuit. A-#k = XnVn
F
+ Tn; ~ik’ = In’ - In”.
(d) Condenser element for rotary inertia.
Figure 19.- Moment loads due to rotary inertia.
.—
+---Y k
. .
I
Figure 20. - AIW1OWUS circuit for bending vibration with rotaw ~ert~.
* ,
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(a) Rectangular gridwork.
‘-
(b) Skewed gridwork
Figure 21.- Gridwork of spars and ribs.
48
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.
(a) One cell ofcircult forkth rib.
(b) One cell of circuit for jth spar,
+
(c) Ccxubined
Figure 22.- Analogous
shear circuit.
circuit for a gridwork.
l
.
.
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